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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce an approach for recognizing and
classifying gestures that accompany mathematical terms,
in a new collection we name the “GAMT” dataset. Our
method uses language as a means of providing context to
classify gestures. Specifically, we use a CLIP-style frame-
work to construct a shared embedding space for gestures
and language, experimenting with various methods for en-
coding gestures within this space. We evaluate our method
on our new dataset containing a wide array of gestures as-
sociated with mathematical terms. The shared embedding
space leads to a substantial improvement in gesture classifi-
cation. Furthermore, we identify an efficient model that ex-
celled at classifying gestures from our unique dataset, thus
contributing to the further development of gesture recogni-
tion in diverse interaction scenarios.

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the de-
velopment of advanced human-computer interaction meth-
ods. One critical area is understanding and interpreting hu-
man gestures, which are frequently integrated with spoken
communication to convey complex ideas. In response to
this need, we propose a novel dataset: Gestures Accom-
panying Math Terms (GAMTs). These gestures provide an
additional layer of communicative context that enhances the
expressive power of speech.

Gestures Accompanying Math Terms (GAMTs) refer to
physical movements that were made by individuals while
using math terms in context. These gestures typically in-
volve hand movements or hand signs that correlate with
the spoken math terms, as a form of non-verbal commu-
nication. Our intention in proposing the GAMT dataset is

to assist in the development of more nuanced and effective
human-computer interaction methods. Having the ability to
recognize or distinguish between gestures may provide ad-
ditional information in settings where gestures and speech
work together to convey complex ideas.

The challenge in classifying GAMTs is due to their spon-
taneous nature and the inherent variability among them.
Unlike most gesture-recognition datasets, where multiple
participants are directed to execute the same gesture or hand
signal, in our dataset, the only direction participants receive
on what GAMTs to produce is a sentence containing a math
term. Participants are free to make gestures in the manner
that they feel matches the term and sentence the best, re-
sulting in a diverse assortment of gestures for each math
term. This diversity was a deliberate aspect of our collec-
tion methodology for the GAMT dataset, which resulted in
a dataset with substantial within-class variance, reflecting
the individual interpretative differences between the partic-
ipants in conveying math terms through gestures.

Although these gestures may look visually different, they
seek to express the same semantic concept. Thus, to give
our classifier a glimpse into the meaning of these gestures
and a bridge among visually diverse gestures, we seek help
from language representations. Specifically, we leverage
language-aligned gesture embeddings to improve the classi-
fication performance of GAMT. We compare our language-
aligned gesture embeddings with action-recognition-based
representations, further demonstrating their efficacy. By in-
corporating semantic information into the gesture embed-
dings, our approach can also exploit the inherent structure
and relationships between the associated math terms, lead-
ing to a more robust feature space than action recognition-
based representations that can better capture the nuances of
GAMTs.

In this paper, we first describe the GAMT dataset and our
data collection process. We then detail the various methods
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we attempted for classifying GAMT, including sequence
classification models applied over the pose representations,
various convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and trans-
formers. We address the following questions:
• Can a CLIP-style training framework effectively create a

shared embedding space for gestures and language that
thereby enhances gesture classification performance in
the context of mathematical terms?

• How does the proposed language-aligned gesture em-
bedding approach compare with traditional action-
recognition-style embeddings in recognizing gestures as-
sociated with mathematical terms?

• Can convolutional networks such as Temporal Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (TCNN) [32] provide a more ef-
ficient and effective alternative for gesture classification
compared to transformers?

2. Related Work
Gesture classification is an essential component of human-
computer interaction. It is particularly significant in con-
texts where gestures synergize with spoken explanations
to communicate complex ideas. Existing approaches for
gesture classification have focused on techniques such as
dynamic time warping [5, 14], hidden Markov models
[5, 15, 39], recurrent neural networks [15], and more re-
cently transformers [2, 12, 17].

A prominent deep learning technique in the literature
on gesture classification is the use of 3D convolutional
neural networks (3D CNNs) [3, 27, 58]. These networks
have achieved state-of-the-art performance in various ges-
ture recognition tasks by exploiting spatial and temporal in-
formation in video data [21, 52, 55]. However, most of these
studies are conducted on datasets that capture the mechanics
and physical execution of gestures, rather than trying to cap-
ture the meaning behind these gestures [4, 19, 29, 30, 56].

Typically, gesture classification is performed in pixel
space, analyzing the RGB video stream directly. This ap-
proach is generally preferred for scenarios where large-
scale data collection can ensure that there are sufficient data.
In scenarios where data is more limited, analysis of the
more compact human-skeleton representation is preferred
[10, 11]. Traditionally, graph convolutional neural networks
(GCNNs) were used for skeleton-based action recognition
[16, 18, 22, 40, 41, 50, 51].

Some studies identified TCNNs as a good candidate for
skeleton-based gesture recognition [45, 46]. TCNNs were
once compared favorably against GCNNs for skeleton-
based action recognition [24]. However, the success of the
attention mechanism inspired various forms of applying at-
tention to GCNNs [23, 36, 41, 42]. This culminated in the
direct use of transformers [7, 34, 35, 37, 44, 44, 49, 54, 57].

The connection between speech and gestures is a well-
known phenomenon in human communication and is often

used to enhance interactions [1, 9, 20, 28, 47]. However,
this connection has received very little attention from the
machine learning community, with most focus on co-speech
gesture generation [25, 26, 31, 53]. Co-speech gesture gen-
eration involves generating gestures that enhance the abil-
ity for a humanoid robot to have a conversation with a hu-
man counterpart. However, datasets commonly used for this
task, e.g. the TED talks dataset [53], features many gestures
that have no direct relation to the words spoken, and serve
primarily as “beat” gestures that enhance the rhythm of
speech, rather than “iconic” ones that exemplify the mean-
ing of the spoken words.

One recent gesture-language alignment work by Abza-
liev et al. [2] trains a model to align gestures and language
using a CLIP-style training technique and create a joint em-
bedding space, which is then used to classify the LIWC tags
for the words accompanying the gesture. LIWC tags [33]
denote that a word is a preposition or pronoun, that it refers
to the future, or it talks about emotions, etc. Rather than
classifying the type of word, we directly classify the gesture
itself. We leverage the CLIP-style [38] training for learning
language-aligned gesture embeddings, similar to Abzaliev
et al. [2]. However, our use of this training differs in three
key ways. First, unlike Abzaliev et al. [2] who focused
primarily on LIWC tags, our focus is on the mathemati-
cal terminologies tied to the gestures. No prior work ex-
plores classifying such gestures, nor leveraging semantics
and language to improve classification. Second, we com-
pare different representations (using transfer learning from
different tasks and using different architectures) for classi-
fying the gestures. Third, we present modifications to the
models used in the CLIP-style training method proposed by
Abzaliev et. al. [2] to reduce the complexity of the model.

3. Dataset and Data Collection
We introduce the Gestures Accompanying Math Terms
(GAMT) dataset, a collection of video clips featuring paid
volunteers saying sentences with math terms to the viewer.
The dataset is designed to capture the diverse range of ges-
tures that individuals may use to accompany an explanation
of math concepts. The data set comprises N = 176 sam-
ples, each of which belongs to one of the eight classes. The
classes represent different math terms and the associated set
of gestures. The terms (classes) and associated language are
shown in Table 1. During the data collection process, partic-
ipants received scripted lines containing math-related terms.
Each participant was instructed to recite their scripted line
three times, while producing a different gesture each time.
The emphasis was placed on associating the gesture with
the specific math-related word that was emphasized in the
scripted line.

For example, if the scripted line was “You should CON-
VERT time to an easier-to-understand variable,” the partic-
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Math Term # of Clips Example Scripted Line
Amount 20 So, you’re multiplying by three to get the new AMOUNT.
Convert 8 You should CONVERT time to an easier-to-understand variable.
Multiply 26 You would MULTIPLY two and three.
Plus 24 One times two PLUS one equals nine.
Ratio 26 The given RATIO was six to two.
Three 22 So I have THREE turns with many people.
Zero 28 They accelerated from ZERO to 60 in four seconds.
Slope 15 I can solve for the SLOPE of the line.
Units 7 The UNITS cancels out and the result is ten.

Table 1. GAMT dataset classes and example lines

ipant would produce three different gestures, each empha-
sizing the word “CONVERT” in a distinct manner to con-
vey its meaning. This process allowed for the creation of a
diverse dataset of gestures associated with math terms.

We assembled the GAMT dataset using an automated
data collection process on the Prolific platform, which was
followed by a data cleaning phase. Given the nature of this
automated collection, there was no real-time opportunity
to correct volunteers, leading to instances where misunder-
stood directions resulted in unusable gesture data. These
unusable iterations were identified and filtered out during
the cleaning phase to ensure the quality of the dataset. How-
ever, since the amount of data removed varied between
classes, it led to a disparity in representation among classes.

The primary challenges posed by the GAMT dataset are
its modest size, multi-class nature, and gesture variability.
The small size limits the capacity to train a robust gesture
recognition model from scratch. The multi-class nature of
the dataset adds to this challenge, as models must distin-
guish between a wide variety of gestures, which may ex-
hibit subtle differences or overlap in their characteristics.
Lastly, the data imbalance issue means that certain classes
are underrepresented in the dataset, which can lead to bi-
ased model predictions and reduced classification perfor-
mance. To address these challenges, we tested a range of
methods for feature extraction, including transfer learning
using models trained for other gesture classification tasks.

According to research ethics guidelines, the dataset used
in this study has been anonymized to protect the privacy and
confidentiality of the participants. An anonymized version
of the dataset will be made publicly available at https://
tmaidment.github.io/gamt. By making the dataset
available, other researchers and interested parties can access
the data and further investigate gesture recognition and its
association with math terms.

To preprocess the video data in the GAMT dataset, we
first extracted the skeleton-based pose representation for
each frame within the gesture. These pose representa-
tions serve as input features for our subsequent classifi-
cation models. Pose representations provide a rich low-

dimensional representation of the volunteer’s body posi-
tion and how they move throughout each clip. To obtain
these pose representations, we used AlphaPose [13] to pre-
dict poses in the representation defined by OpenPose [6].
The OpenPose representation provides a set of 17 keypoints
that represent the positions of various body parts in each
frame. Each keypoint also has a confidence score, which
we exclude. The resulting pose representation is a one-
dimensional vector that encodes the spatial configuration of
the keypoints.

Figure 1 showcases three gestures from the collected
dataset. Each dot represents a keypoint location in a spe-
cific frame. The keypoints are color-coded according to
their type, corresponding to different body part locations as
defined by OpenPose. To illustrate the time component and
motion, keypoints are plotted for each frame in the gesture.

In the gesture for the math term “Amount”, the top two
participants emphasize the concept by using large circular
hand and arm movements, likely to demonstrate a mass,
captured by the round shapes formed by the keypoints in the
image. For the gesture related to “Fraction”, the top most
participant used their right hand to make diagonal move-
ments and waved their left hand in an oval shape, while
the bottom participant opted to make diagonal motions with
both hands. As for the gestures for “Zero”, we see that the
participants made gestures that involve bringing their hands
close together. These keypoint representations demonstrate
the complexity and richness of non-verbal communication
in conveying math concepts.

4. Methodology

In this section, we describe our testing methodology used
to find a reliable method to classify gestures in the GAMT
dataset. At a high level, our approach consists of train-
ing a pose encoder, which is used to extract important fea-
tures of gestures. The extracted features are then used by
a second model to perform classification (Sec. 4.4). This
allows us to test the efficacy of aligning gestures with lan-
guage (Sec. 4.2) compared to representing them without in-
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Figure 1. Examples of gestures for “Amount”, “Fraction”, and “ZERO” math terms from the GAMT dataset, represented as scatter plots.
Points represent the locations of joints from the pose, plotted as they move over time.

corporating any information about the underlying language
(Sec. 4.1). We tested a variety of pose encoders (Sec. 4.3).

4.1. Gesture Embeddings without Lang. Context

We use a multi-class classification objective to train pose
encoders that do not consider the language with which the
gesture was performed. To test the efficacy of using transfer
learning to improve the performance of classifying GAMT,
we first train the pose encoder to perform multi-class clas-
sification on a gesture-classification dataset (Sec. 5). The
final classification layer of the trained pose encoder was ex-
cluded, and the model used for gesture feature extraction.

4.2. Language-Aligned Gesture Embeddings

To build a pose encoder that aligns gesture with language,
we used a CLIP-style training technique. Inspired by Abza-
liev et al. [2], we used XLM-RoBERTa [8] as our text en-
coder. For the pose/gesture encoder, we tested transformer
[48] and convolution architectures. Figure 2 illustrates an
overview of the CLIP-style. During the training phase,
paired video clips consisting of a pose representation and
its associated language are fed into the respective language
and pose encoder. A joint embedding space is then learned,

aligning gestures with their corresponding textual descrip-
tions. To take advantage of this joint embedding space, a
pose representation (without an associated word) is used as
input to the pose encoder. The pose encoder then maps the
pose representation to the language-aligned space. This rep-
resentation is then used for classification. We experiment
with CLIP training on two different datasets.

The CLIP-style training uses contrastive learning to align
gestures and language. We seek to maximize the similar-
ity between the corresponding text and gesture representa-
tions, while minimizing the similarity between nonmatch-
ing pairs. Given a batch of N text-gesture pairs, we use a
text encoder f and gesture encoder g to obtain the text and
gesture representations for the text-gesture pair i, denoted
vi and ui, respectively.

vi = f(texti), i = 1, . . . , N

ui = g(gesturei), i = 1, . . . , N

We then compute the similarity between all text and gesture
pairs using the Multi-class N-Pair Loss [43], defined as:

L =
1

N

N∑
i=1

log

1 +

N∑
j ̸=i

exp(simij − simii)
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Figure 2. The general architecture for generating the gesture and
language joint embedding. During training, the Pose Encoder
aligns the gestures and underlying language via CLIP-style train-
ing. For GAMT classification, the Pose Encoder is used to produce
a set of language-aligned gesture embeddings.

Here, simij denotes the similarity between the text repre-
sentation vi and the gesture representation uj , and simii

represents the similarity within the matching text and ges-
ture pair, calculated using dot product: simij = vi · uj .

4.3. Pose Encoders

First, we tested a transformer architecture that has previ-
ously been effective for gesture-language alignment. Sec-
ond, we tested a TCNN, due to its success prior to the
large use of attention for skeleton-based action recognition.
Lastly, we tested a 2D CNN to capture both the temporal
dependencies, and those between the body’s joints.

The Pose Transformer follows the form of the CLIP im-
age encoder, as described in [2]. The model uses the same
set of modifications made to the width of the model width
to match the size of the text encoder, XLM-RoBERTa [8].

The Temporal Convolutional Neural Network
(TCNN) [32] was tested as a pose encoder, due to its brief
success for skeleton-based action recognition. TCNNs
employ dilated causal convolutions, which introduce
spacing between input elements, effectively increasing the
receptive field without introducing additional parameters.
This feature is particularly valuable for capturing long-term
dependencies within sequential data and handling input
sequences of varying lengths. Moreover, the incorporation
of causal convolutions ensures that each output at a given
time step is solely influenced by past and present input
elements, preserving temporal order. The structure of a
TCNN closely resembles a 1-Dimensional (1D) CNN, with
the 1D kernel applied over the time dimension.

We further explored the potential of using a 2D Convo-
lutional Neural Network (CNN) as an alternative modifi-

Figure 3. An example of the 2D CNN being applied on the pose
representations

cation to the pose encoder. The inspiration came from the
remarkable success of 3D CNNs, which are widely recog-
nized as state-of-the-art algorithms for gesture classification
tasks. 3D CNNs excel at capturing both spatial and tempo-
ral relationships in video data by applying 3D convolutions
over the spatial dimensions (height and width of the frame)
and the time dimension (across frames). The success of 3D
CNNs in this space is therefore partly due to the relation-
ship between the spatial dimensions and the time dimen-
sion, which is captured by the third dimension of the CNN.
Training a 3D CNN requires a significantly large dataset and
are therefore too complex for classifying GAMT. Given that
the skeleton-based pose representation converts the spatial
information about the pose into a 1D vector, it can be hy-
pothesized that applying a 2D CNN over the pose represen-
tation and time should retain the benefits of the Temporal
Convolutional Neural Network, and capture dependencies
between joints in the pose.

Figure 3 illustrates the application of the 2D CNN on the
pose representations and time in our gesture classification
approach. The chart shows the keypoints on the y-axis, rep-
resenting different body part locations as defined by Open-
Pose, while the x-axis represents the frames (time) of the
video. The 2D CNN operates solely on the pose representa-
tion and does not consider any pixel-level information. The
2D CNN could provide an efficient approach to capture the
interactions between joints and time, without relying upon
attention.

4.4. Classifying GAMT Gestures

In order to validate the quality of the language-aligned joint
embeddings we adopted a binary classification approach for
the evaluation process. We treated the multi-class classi-
fication problem as a series of binary tasks, one for each
class. For each class i (i = 1, . . . , C), we create a binary
dataset Di consisting of an equal number of positive and
negative examples, Pi and Ni, respectively. Let x repre-
sent a gesture clip and y be the binary label, with y = 1
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Model No Training GAMT Jester GAMT (LA) TED (LA)
Pose Transformer 0.5309 0.5290 0.5148 0.5660 0.5808
TCNN 0.5263 0.5433 0.5669 0.5771 0.5876
ResNet 18 0.5247 0.5213 0.5136 0.4828 0.5301
ResNet 152 0.5238 0.5236 0.4897 0.5473 0.5476

Table 2. The LR binary classification performance (accuracy) of the embeddings from different pose encoder models and configurations.
The title of the columns describes the dataset that was used for training, and whether or not the model was Language-Aligned, indicated
by the inclusion of (LA). The best performer per row is bolded.

for positive examples and y = 0 for negative examples:
Di = {(x, y)|x ∈ Pi ∪ Ni, y ∈ {0, 1}} For each binary
dataset Di, we train a logistic regression (LR) classifier. We
use 30-fold cross-validation on the validation dataset to es-
timate the performance of the LR classifier, and thus the
information contained in the embeddings, then average the
performance across the folds.

5. Experimental Design

Models. We test each of the four pose encoders, specifically
the Pose Transformer (with 60 million parameters), Tempo-
ral Convolutional Neural Network (20 thousand, the low-
est overall), and two 2D convolutional networks, ResNet 18
(11.6 mil) and ResNet 152 (86 mil).

Datasets. The pose encoders’ performance is evaluated
by testing the resulting embeddings’ performance when
classifying the GAMT dataset. Each of the four pose en-
coders are trained in two ways: with language-alignment
(Sec. 4.2) or without language-alignment (Sec. 4.1). For
training the pose encoders with language-alignment, we opt
to use the TED dataset [53]. For training without language-
alignment, we use the Jester dataset [29]. The GAMT ges-
tures have both an associated set of language and have as-
signment to a specific class, and therefore can be used to
train pose encoders that are either language-aligned or are
without language-alignment.

Without Language Alignment: Qualcomm Jester
Dataset. The Qualcomm Jester dataset is a large-scale
video dataset containing 148,092 video clips capturing hu-
man gestures performed by various individuals. The dataset
contains 27 gesture classes, such as swiping left, swiping
right, zooming in, and zooming out, among others. These
gestures are primarily focused on human-computer interac-
tion scenarios, making the dataset suitable for training and
evaluating models that aim to identify specific motions. No-
tably, the dataset’s classes are not designed to decode the
semantic significance of gestures but rather focused on clas-
sifying the precise physical movement enacted.

With Language Alignment: TED Dataset. The TED
dataset is a collection of 52 hours of video clips from TED
Talks, featuring speakers delivering presentations on vari-
ous topics. Each clip contains both the spoken transcripts

and the associated videos, from which we can extract pose
and gesture information. The dataset encompasses a vast
array of gestures, including iconic gestures that mimic real-
world actions, metaphoric gestures that symbolize abstract
ideas, deictic gestures that point to or indicate a location
or object, and beat gestures that emphasize the rhythm of
speech.

6. Results
6.1. Logistic Regression Binary Classification

Table 2 displays the LR binary classification performance
(average accuracy) of GAMT using the embeddings from
different models and configurations of pose encoders. The
entries are separated by pose encoder model and type of
training. We also indicate whether or not a specific form
of training was Language-Aligned, designated by the inclu-
sion of (LA). In this table, we include a case where pose
encoders do not receive training. This is to provide a base-
line for the performance of the LR when performing binary
classification and no form of transfer learning occurs.

It is clear that the language-aligned (LA) style of training
provides a larger lift in performance than the pose encoders
that are trained without language-alignment. Pose encoders
trained through classification (on GAMT and Jester) did not
see the same boost in performance overall.

Training the pose encoder to perform classification on
the GAMT dataset provides a slight improvement, but only
for the TCNN. This provides some evidence that the model
structure of the TCNN is capable of capturing information
about GAMT that is elusive to the ResNet and Pose Trans-
former models.

However, when training the pose encoders on the Jester
dataset, only the embeddings produced by the TCNN pro-
vide an improvement in classifying GAMT. This finding
suggests that the gesture types and contexts in the Jester
dataset differ substantially from those in the GAMT dataset,
limiting the transferability of the learned features. Inter-
estingly, the embeddings produced by the other models
resulted in a decrease in the performance for classifying
GAMT. The TCNN differs from the ResNet and Pose Trans-
former models in one important way; the TCNN only mod-
els the temporal dependencies of the gesture but does not
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Model AMOUNT CONVERT MULTIPLY PLUS RATIO THREE ZERO SLOPE UNITS
Pose Transformer 0.5663 0.7466 0.4081 0.6941 0.4577 0.5193 0.5103 0.3901 0.6064
± 0.0580 0.0323 0.0125 0.0268 0.0132 0.0212 0.0431 0.0260 0.0362
TCNN 0.6769 0.6252 0.4346 0.6195 0.5166 0.5404 0.5073 0.4439 0.6780
± 0.0235 0.0588 0.0177 0.0294 0.0220 0.0398 0.0124 0.0061 0.0439
ResNet 18 0.5506 0.6566 0.4384 0.6605 0.5120 0.4548 0.4048 0.4607 0.4922
± 0.0462 0.0547 0.0064 0.0164 0.0424 0.0143 0.0172 0.0256 0.0323
ResNet 152 0.4773 0.6549 0.4435 0.7148 0.4941 0.4995 0.4571 0.4449 0.5514
± 0.0308 0.0282 0.0074 0.0167 0.0147 0.0199 0.0269 0.0165 0.0419

Table 3. The average accuracy and standard error for GAMT classification per model. The values in this table average the performance from
the four methods of training the pose encoders; on GAMT without Language Alignment, Qualcomm Jester without Language Alignment,
GAMT with Language alignment, and TED Talks with Language Alignment. The best performer per column is bolded.

directly model the relationship between joints.
The performance of the pose encoders was higher when

using CLIP-style training on GAMT than when training us-
ing classification, with an exception for the ResNet 18 pose
encoder. This improved performance extends to CLIP-style
training on the TED Talks dataset. The joint embedding
space learned from the semantics of the language from the
GAMT dataset and the TED Talks dataset appears to offer
a broader context for the pose embeddings.

It may be surprising, however, that the pose encoders that
utilize CLIP-style training on the TED dataset outperform
those that use the GAMT dataset. The TED Talks dataset
has some advantages: dataset size, high diversity of ges-
ture and high diversity of language. Furthermore, the top-
ics of the TED Talks vary; a subset of the gestures contain
math terms, but we qualitatively observed those have higher
within-class variance than GAMT.

6.2. Per-Class Performance across Models

Table 3 presents the average accuracy for each class of ges-
tures for the different forms of pose encoder, along with the
corresponding standard error (SE) values.

The results highlight the varying performance of each
model across different gesture classes. The Pose Trans-
former achieved relatively high accuracy for certain gesture
classes, such as “CONVERT” and “PLUS”, both words re-
lated to mathematical operations. However, it exhibited rel-
atively lower accuracy for some classes, performing partic-
ularly poorly for classes such as “RATIO” and “SLOPE”.
The TCNN model excels at recognizing gestures related to
“RATIO” and “AMOUNT.”

Both the Pose Transformer and the TCNN models per-
form well in recognizing gestures related to “THREE” and
“ZERO.” However, the Pose Transformer achieves higher
accuracy in “THREE,” while TCNN excels in “ZERO.”
Both of these gestures involve very little movement and typ-
ically involve the participant simply holding up their hand
to present the corresponding number.

The 2D CNNs ResNet 18 and ResNet 152 demonstrate

moderate performance across the various gesture classes.
Although they do not outperform the Pose Transformer or
TCNN overall, Resnet 152 excels on “MULTIPLY” and
“PLUS”. A qualitative analysis indicates that these two
terms typically involve iconic gestures that mimic the asso-
ciated symbols. The 2D CNNs show more consistent per-
formance across gestures: Resnet 18 has the lowest stan-
dard deviation across classes (0.091 vs 0.122 for the Pose
Transformer).

6.3. CLIP-style Training on TED Talks Dataset

The embeddings from the CLIP-style training on the TED
Talks dataset resulted in the highest performance for all
models. We unpack the performance of CLIP-style train-
ing on the TED Talks Dataset in Table 4, which displays
the average accuracy of each model for individual gesture
classes. The results provide insight into how the models
perform when exposed to a more diverse set of gestures and
language from real-world TED Talks.

Overall, results on TED are consistent with those on
GAMT, in terms of relative performance of methods, and
in several cases absolute performance numbers. Across
all models, recognizing gestures related to numbers poses
a significant challenge, as is evident by the comparatively
lower average accuracy scores. This difficulty may stem
from the inherent ambiguity of representing numbers in ges-
tures - these gestures often involve subtle hand configura-
tions that are not discernible using the OpenPose represen-
tation. As such, the gestures for “ZERO” and “THREE” are
difficult to distinguish. Improved performance in this class
would require specialized pose representations that capture
the structure of the hand or incorporate additional data to
disambiguate number-related gestures.

Similarly, the “RATIO” and “SLOPE” gestures exhibit
lower accuracy across the models. Recognizing gestures
associated to proportional quantities can be challenging due
to the abstract nature of this concept. Ratios involve a top-
to-bottom comparison between quantities, often represented
by the participant using two hands to demonstrate the spa-
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Model AMOUNT CONVERT MULTIPLY PLUS RATIO THREE ZERO SLOPE UNITS
Pose Transformer 0.6264 0.7475 0.4065 0.7558 0.5016 0.5187 0.6000 0.5097 0.5613
TCNN 0.7401 0.5893 0.4182 0.6361 0.5325 0.5612 0.5719 0.5417 0.6976
ResNet 18 0.6075 0.6253 0.4347 0.6188 0.5012 0.5067 0.4031 0.4697 0.6042
ResNet 152 0.5821 0.6717 0.4644 0.7000 0.4989 0.5559 0.4188 0.4771 0.5598

Table 4. The average accuracy and performance per class of the pose encoders, specifically for the language-aligned embeddings that were
trained using the TED Talks Dataset. The best performer per column is bolded.

tial relationships. Gestures associated with slopes typically
involve hand movements representing an incline or decline.
These motions may be more obvious than the more physi-
cally abstract concept of ratios, but often take a long time
to execute. This may be the reason why the TCNN signifi-
cantly outperformed other models on “SLOPE”.

Furthermore, the manifestation of the “RATIO” and
“SLOPE” in the TED Talks differs greatly from the case
in GAMT. In TED Talks, “SLOPE” does not necessarily re-
fer to the mathematical use of the word. This is also true
about “RATIO”, but to a lesser extent. While “RATIO” is
used to compare two quantities, the speaker is not necessar-
ily explaining the mathematical concept of ratios. A com-
mon example is speakers talking about the ”aspect ratio” of
a display.

7. Discussion and Conclusions

In this work, we set out to find the following answers:
• The CLIP-style training framework effectively created a

shared embedding space for gestures and language, sig-
nificantly enhancing gesture classification performance in
the context of mathematical terms, through the semantic
information language provides.

• The proposed language-aligned gesture embedding ap-
proach outperformed traditional action-recognition-style
embeddings in recognizing gestures associated with
mathematical terms. Transfer learning from CLIP-style
training on the TED Talks dataset demonstrated superior
performance compared to other methods, showcasing the
versatility of the diverse joint embedding space.

• The Temporal Convolutional Neural Network showed
promising results, proving to be a more efficient and
effective alternative to other methods for classification
within GAMT. Its ability to model long-range dependen-
cies while maintaining a significantly smaller footprint
makes it a practical choice, particularly in real-time in-
ference scenarios.
Our experiments showed that transfer learning from the

Jester dataset did not lead to substantial improvements in
classification performance compared to the GAMT dataset.
We note that TCNN and ResNet-18 showed slight improve-
ment via transfer learning, both of which are smaller mod-
els. This may highlight the differences in gestures between

the Jester and GAMT datasets, which limits the applicabil-
ity of the learned features. This difference in types of ges-
tures may be able to be bridged by using language-infused
gesture representations.

The CLIP-style training on the TED Talks dataset
demonstrated superior performance compared to training on
the GAMT dataset or attempting to leverage transfer learn-
ing from an action-recognition-style method. This suggests
that the joint embedding space between language and ges-
ture acquired from the TED Talks dataset offers a more
versatile feature space that is advantageous for classifying
GAMT.

The Pose Transformer and TCNN model both worked
well. There are commonalities between these models that
may drive their superior performance compared to the 2D
CNNs. The Pose Transformer and TCNNs can both model
long-range dependencies in their input, either through the
self-attention mechanism or dilated causal convolutions. In
particular, this may highlight the fact that the motion of the
gestures is important.

However, the TCNN has the added benefit of having a
very small footprint. In the case of gesture understanding,
the models will likely have to be run in real-time. The
TCNN requires significantly less resources than the Pose
Transformer and is easily run in real-time.

Our research underscores the potential to utilize
language-aligned gesture embeddings to improve perfor-
mance in classifying gestures, particularly those related to
mathematical terminology. This is especially valuable when
dealing with smaller, imbalanced datasets like GAMT.

In future work, further enhancements to the transformer
architecture can be considered, as well as novel strategies
to integrate language information into the gesture classifi-
cation process more effectively.
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